
GREAT LOCKDOWN QUIZ NO. 5 

1: Which famous author wrote the screenplay for the 1967 James Bond movie ' 

You Only Live Twice ' ? 

2: The modern pentathlon consists of five events, swimming, pistol shooting, 

show jumping and cross country running , what is the fifth event ? 

3: During the English Civil War , what was the name of the man who was 

responsible for more people being hanged for witchcraft, than in the previous 

hundred years ? 

4: The 'ceremony of the keys' is held every evening at which London landmark ? 

5: Sir William Herschel discovered which planet in 1781 ?  

6: What is a group of Rhinos called ? 

7: Cotopaxi is a famous volcano in which South American country ?  

8:  John Spilsbury, an engraver and mapmaker, is credited in 1767 with inventing 

this item ? 

9: Which rock singer is known as the 'Groover from Vancouver'? 

10: Which scientist was Master of the Mint from 1699 till his death in 1727 ? 

11: Which well known British female singer had three songs in the very first 

singles chart, which was released on the 14th November 1952 ? 

12: The English called this disease ' The French Disease, the French called it 'The 

Spanish Disease', the Russians called it 'The Poles Disease ', what is the proper 

name for this Disease ? 

13: What animal is a 'Pixie - Bob' ? 

14: What does Two Crossed Swords represent on an ordnance survey map ? 

15: What is the highest mountain in the Andes Mountain Range and which 

country is it in ? 



16: The process of dragging an unruly sailor underwater along the keel of a ship to 

either discipline or execute them is called what ? 

17: The Handlebar club of Great Britain, which was founded in 1947, requires the 

members to have what on the body ? 

18: How many Livery Companies in London are there ? 

19: What was the name of the red dragon, which was saved as an egg and 

hatched on Ivor the Engine's Fire ? 

20: If you are doing a 'Biellmann' , what sport are you doing ? 

21: A painter from Luxembourg by the name of Jean Jacoby won two gold medals 

for his drawings in what competition ?  

22: In our solar system, between which two planets does the asteroid belt lie ? 

23: The West Coast Eagles and the Sydney Swans play what sport in Australia ? 

24: ' Whip Ma Whop Ma Gate ' is a long name for a tiny street in which English 

City ? 

25: How many colleges are there at Cambridge University ? 

26: The Dragons Blood Trees are found in an archipelago belonging to which 

country on the Arabian Sea ?  

27: Who was known as "The Arch Pirate" or "The King of Pirates" ? 

28: Who built the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct on the Llangollen canal? 

29: Bruce Hobbs is the youngest jockey to have won the Grand National at the age 

of 17 yrs and 1 month, what was the name of his horse ? 

30: In 18th century slang, what is your corporal and privates ? 

31: What is the currency of Malaysia ? 

32: Who was the last woman to be executed in Britain ? 



33: What is a Jersey Tiger ? 

34: Which actor plays Professor Snape in the Harry Potter series of films ? 

35: Lawn Bowls did not make an appearance in the 1966 Commonwealth Games 

due to what problem ? 

36: Which station on the London Underground is the deepest at 192 feet (58.5m) 

below ground level ?  

37: By the time the 7th edition of the Brothers Grimm’s Fairy Tales came out 

(originally called 'Children’s and Household Tales') how many unique tales had 

been written ? 

38: What are the names of the two giants who are guardians of the city of London 

and have been seen in the Lord Mayors Show each year since the reign of Henry 

V?  

39: The worlds first telephone book was published in November 1878 in what 

state in America ? 

40: What is the name of the worlds smallest Bat ?  


